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1
Stanley 1926
SW
catalogue,
covers the prime
time of tool making.
Age and dirt marks
but overall good
and complete. 193
pages. G $ 20-40
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3
2 Stanley 84 four-fold brass bound two feet boxwood rule. Minor discolouration.
outside, inside VG. G $ 20-30
3 Stanley 136 four inch calliper rule with brass slide. G $ 10-20
5 Stanley 100 squirrel tail block
plane with notched logo cutter.
Few paint splatters. G+ $ 30-60

5
4

7

6
4 Stanley 2 smoothing plane. Approximately
90% japanning is intact. Very good rosewood
front and back. SW lever cap, notched logo
Stanley cutter. G $ 100-200

6 Stanley 40 scrub plane. SW cutter,
most japanning intact. Finish on wood
worn away. Will clean to G+ $ 50-100

7 Stanley cabinet scraper in box with
straight and double sided cutters,
both marked. Red finish. Little used
tool. G+ $ 40-90
9 Stanley 1 smooth plane, early model
with 1907 T logo on cutter. Plane is
marked “DAMAGED” on one side but
you’ll have a hard time finding any
reason for it! Maybe a tiny flaw in the
casting? Close to perfect, only visible
flaw is a replaced handle. G+ $ 600-1,100

9

10

10 Scarce Rabone architect’s rule
No 1123 with German silver
fittings, outside G inside G+ plus
a 13” triangular rule marked
Devoe No 1096, some nicks G- $
40-70

8 Mitteldorfer Straus made in USA
bronze goat head hammer. Patent
Jan 10, 1928 for a new, original and
ornamental design for a hammer.
Handle needs fitting. (s page 7 ) G $
120-240

14
13

11

12

13 Stanley 118 low angle block
plane with model number on
14 Stanley 203 tech school block
11 Stanley 220 made in USA block plane. F $ 20-40
side. Two paint marks front
plane. Most japanning intact.
12 Stanley brass/bronze belt buckle from 1978. 3” x 2 ½ “ otherwise G+ $ 20-40
Light rust only. G+ $ 25-50
G+ $ 20-40
______________________________________________________________________________________
Tool Sales in March, June, Sept & Dec - to subscribe to free catalogues please write or email.
The low estimate is the reserve – I accept any amount on or over the reserve. Send in your bids anytime. Deadline is 12.00 noon
on auction day. The highest offer wins. If identical bids are received on a lot the first one in is the winner with one dollar added to
clear the bid. I’ll invoice you the day after the sale. Postage is extra. I accept bidding instructions for multiple bids.
I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine

16

15
15 Rare St Pierre Worcester, Mass
welder’s hammer (chipper) with Dec 31,
1940 patented wire brush attachment. VG
hickory handle. G+ $ 40-80

16 Fine miniature polished steel tool
set in leather case. There are 8
attachments in it – the small pocket
knife serves as handle for all of them.
I believe the maker’s logo on all the
bits is that of Dreimann, Germany ca
1950. Case closed measures a tiny
3 ½ “ x 3”. F $ 30-60

19
18

17

17 Stanley 93 butt rabbet gauge , complete with
copy of instructions. G+ $ 15-30
19 Stanley lineman's hatchet/hammer. Actually
more of a wrench/hammer combination, these
tools were used to attach and remove pole steps
- hence the square opening used like a wrench.
The cutting edge was never sharpened. This one
has seen a fair amount of use and abuse with a
few chips missing along the top edge and some
pitting marks. 160 mm long and 110mm wide,
marked Stanley. Fr $ 30-50

18 Bedrock 605C . V logo
cutter, one-line Bedrock lever
cap and Pat 1910 in bed.
Around 90% japanning is
intact, the wood is very good.
I glued down a tiny sliver that
was loose on the top edge of
the handle. G+ $ 100-200

19

19 Beech slitting gage with patented
brass cutter clamp and boxwood
thumb screw. I suspect it is English,
the patent number would date it from
1884. If it's American it would be
considerably older. Well worn tool.
Cutter is good and ready for more
work Fr $ 20-40

20

20 Pre Stanley Gage transitional plane
Marked #4 on the back, marked Gage
Vinland NJ on the front. Looks like all
parts are correct though the rear tote
does not have a metal top. Good overall
condition with some cracks and splits to
sole. Cutter low. Fr $ 50-100

21

22
Siegley patent Aug 16, 1881 plough
plane, complete with all parts. Only marking
is the 1881 patent on the internal brass
depth stop screw. These early models don’t
show up often. The bottom of the fence in
the picture on the right is mounted inside
out, I did correct it. G+ $ 200-400

21 Rare Mathieson 14C 9 inch ebony level
with ornate brass decorations and brass
feet. This is a partially restored tool with a
replaced vial. The top plate is not screwed
down properly. There are two hairline
cracks on top and some chips along the
edges. Well worth restoring. Fr $ 100-200

23
23 Three recent brass violin
maker’s planes, two round both
ways, the other straight. 4”, 2”
and 1 ½” long. New $ 40-80

24

24 Mathieson 3/4"
beech dado plane.
Nicker wedge is a
replacement and needs
a bit of adjusting.
Maker's mark is faint.
G- $ 20-30

25
2

25 Mathieson moving filletster
plane in good condition. Rosewood
nicker wedge is not original and
there is some minor damage to the
boxwood insert around the mouth
of the nicker. Both cutters are
good, plane is cleaned. G $ 30-60

26

28

27

26 Stanley 24 transitional smooth
plane with WW logo on cutter
(1909) Minor scratches to sole. G+
$ 50-100

28 Stanley 35 smooth plane with
Pat 92 cutter. Scratches on sole rest
F $ 60-120

27 Stanley 45 SW combination plane, complete
with all parts and screwdriver in box. Close to
100% plating intact, marks on skate are
storage grease. Box is tatty, plane and parts F $
120-220

29

30
29 Stanley 3 low knob smoothing
plane . 3 patents to 1910 in bed, T
logo on cutter. Partially re-painted
bed. Rosewood VG. G $ 30-70

31

30 Stanley 99 left-hand side rebate
plane, complete with fence. No
markings on cutter. Over 95% plating
intact. G+ $ 50-90

32

34 Snell heel shave
with brass sole and
fence. Small casting
flaw in the handle
otherwise in mint
condition. F $ 30-60

33 Stanley 29 fore plane
with Pat 92 cutter. Sole a bit
worn but overall a good,
clean tool. G $ 50-100

35

36 Bedrock 605 with late kidney shaped hole in
Stanley lever cap. Replaced hardwood handle and
knob are free of chips or cracks. Very good SW
cutter, over 95% japanning intact, minor surface rust
on sole. A very good plane with late peripherals, well
worth upgrading. G $ 70-140

36
40

39

34

33

32 Stanley 4 smooth plane. Looks like
an A4 plane but it’s cast iron. I suspect
it was cleaned with chemicals that left
it as a strange, aluminium look-alike
tool. Rosewood G+ $ 25-50

38

31 Stanley 48 Tongue and Groove plane .
Approximately 70% plating is intact.
Presents well as is. G $ 50-100

35 Stanley 60 double spokeshave
with V logo (1910) on cutters.
Most japanning intact. G+ $ 30-60

37

37 Stanley 78 USA, complete. Pat 1910
in side, SW cutter, over 95% japanning
intact. G+ $ 30-70
40 Rare Sargent 4307 type 1 knucklejoint 7” block plane with cast iron Page
patent lever cap. Sold between 18871909. Loss of japanning to the top of
the lever cap, rest 95%. G $ 30-70

38 Alvin Sellens’ ground-breaking Stanley Planes. 1975, hardcover, 216 pages. No dust
jacket. G $ 25-50
39 Alvin Sellens 1978 Woodworking Planes. Hardcover, 232 pages. G $ 25-50
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41 Stanley 90 bullnose plane made in England.
Clean mouth, over 95 % plating intact. G+ 40-80

41

42

42 Stanley 71 router made in USA Pat 07 with ½”
cutter plus V cutter. G $ 30-60

43 Stanley 55 combination
plane, complete with all
attachments and 52 cutters
in their boxes. One lid
seems to be a replacement.
This is a super clean tool
with very good rosewood
and well over 95% nickel
plating intact. G+ 200-400

44

43
44
Stanley 75 bullnose
plane made in England.
Minor surface rust on base,
close to all japanning intact.
G+ 20-40

45
46

45 Bedrock 605 ½ jack plane.
Round-sided model with 3-line
Bedrock lever cap. Cutter is low,
wood is good but from a late
model plane. Edge of the lever cap
has a few small chips. Japanning is
around 80%. Sides and sole are
clean. G $ 60-120

46 Stanley 40 ½ scrub plane with SW logo
on cutter. Japanning inside 90% - not much
is left on the outside. Handle has small crack
in base. G $ 60-120

48 Early Stanley 113 circular plane
with side wheel and correct early
cutter. Over 90% japanning. Handle
has internal braze and cannot be
removed. Still, a very good looking
tool! G- $ 70-130
49 Early Stanley 113 circular plane
with 80%+ japanning intact, clean
sole and correct cutter. G+ $ 80-140

51

51 Stanley 82 cabinet scraper
with beech handle and knob.
There is a hairline crack in the
handle. Cutter with rounded
edges is marked Stanley SW –
the top edge is good and there is
a lot of use left in it. G $ 20-40

47

47 Stanley 4 low knob with 3
patents to 1910. V logo cutter
low. 90% japanning, rust spots
on side, tight hairline crack in
handle. G- $ 25-50

50

49

48

50
Sargent 408 (No 3 size)
smoothing plane with VBM lever
cap, mahogany handle and knob and
correct cutter. Over 95% japanning
intact. Mild surface rust and a few
paint marks. G+ $ 40-80
52 Stanley 2 smooth plane, late
model with notched logo on
cutter. The brass depth adjuster
screw is bruised, there is surface
rust on one side, mild pitting on
the other, sole is good. Blade
and back iron will clean with
minor pitting marks. Wood is
good with most of the original
finish intact. Japanning around
90% Fr/G- $ 50-100
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52

54

53

53 Stanley 5 ½ jack plane with SW cutter, rosewood
knob and an attractive non-rosewood handle . Over
95% japanning is intact. 3 patents to 1910 in bed. Dirt
marks and minor rust on sole from storage grease .
G+ $ 80-150

54 Stanley 45 combination plane with a set of 20
out of 23 cutters in two cutter boxes. Lacks cam
rest. Most plating intact, brown spots are storage
grease. G $ 50-100

55

55 Stanley 35 transitional smoother
with low V logo cutter. Good handle,
overall good wood with minor chips
and scratches to side and sole.
Japanning is around 70%. G $ 40-80

58

57

56

56 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane made in USA.
Most japanning intact. G+ $ 30-50
57 Stanley 65 low angle block plane with knuckle-joint
lever cap. Sound but covered in mild pitting spots.
Fr $ 20-40

59

58 Stanley 103 block plane with lever-type adjuster. SW
trademark on cutter. G $ 20-30
59 Stanley 7 jointer plane, rosewood handle and knob,
SW cutter, 80% japanning. G $ 60-120

61

60

61 Stanley 6C fore plane. Later model with notched logo on
cutter. Mild pitting spots to side, very good rosewood, 80%
plus japanning intact. G $ 60-120

60 Stanley 6 fore plane with 3 patents to 1910 in bed. Low knob,
75% japanning. Rosewood front knob and replaced non-Stanley
handle. Cutter low. Minor surface rust. G $ 30-60
62 Stanley 120 block plane with
6-point star lever cap and later
beech knob. Most japanning
intact, good R&L cutter.
G $ 30-60
63 Stanley 130 double-sided
block plane made in USA with
early J logo cutter. B cast, most
japanning intact. Later knob with
hairline crack. G $ 20-40
64 Late model Stanley 220 block
plane with screw-on lever cap.
Little used. G+ $ 20-40

63

62

64

65

66

65 Stanley 9 ½ adjustable block plane, late model with burgundy finish. G+ $ 20-40
66 Early Stanley 9 ½ block plane with “Excelsior” shape. Moderate pitting spots both sides
and sole. Fr $ 20-30
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68

67

67 Stanley 5C , late model with notched logo cutter and
kidney shaped lever cap hole. Bed re-painted. Sides have
very mild pitting marks (cleaned) Non-Stanley handle, free
of chips or cracks. Fr $ 30-60

69

68 Mathieson moving filletster
plane with boxwood insert to
side and sole and boxwood
nicker wedge. Minor bruising to
wedge. Cleaned. G $ 30-60

70

69 Sargent 613 16” beech
jack plane with original
Sargent cutter. VG plane
apart from an age crack
along the top, near the
strike button. G $ 30-60

71

72
70 Stanley, Shelton and two other US made
block planes. Fr $ 10-20

71 Stanley 3 smooth plane, late
model with beech handle & knob.
Most japanning intact. Surface rust
on cutter. G+ $ 30-60

72 Stanley 103 re-painted, Stanley 220
wrong lever cap and knob, Stanley 110
split in knob. Fr $ 20-30

73
75

73 Vaughan & Bushnell VB 703
“poor man’s Bedrock” 9” smooth
plane with original cutter, good
wood and most japanning intact.
G $ 30-60

75
Stanley 81 cabinet
scraper . Has most of the
nickel plating intact but
rosewood sole is worn thin
along the front corners.
Cutter is marked Stanley
and has a ¼” hole drilled
into the middle. Doesn’t
affect the use of the tool. G
$ 30-60

76
74

74 Stanley 12 scraper. Has lost
most of the japanning and there
are 4 holes drilled into the base –
probably had a custom made
wooden sole. Good for parts. Fr $
30-60

76 Stanley 71 ½ router with closed throat.
Comes with one cutter. Patent October 29,
1901 on top. Nickel plating is dirty. Good wood.
I believe this one will clean to G+ $ 20-40

77
79

78

77 Broad axe with very good custom made offset
handle. Maker is W. Bradley. Cutting edge is 12”. Mild
to moderate pitting marks all over. G $ 50-100
78 Kendrick & Sons 1 pint glue pot. Re-painted a long
time ago. Rust inside. G $ 20-40
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79
Way coolest John Lennon style
1950s safety goggles with leather sides.
G+ $ 10-20

81 Lot of 3 Martin Donnelly
auction catalogues listing
thousands of tools
G+ $ 20-40

80

82

81

80 Pat 1909 combination brace &
wrench. Screw at the end of handle is
not original and the adjuster screw
for the wrench bit is missing. Good
display piece. Fr $ 60-120

82 leather pouch with handles,
saw set and file for hand
chain-saw. Made in England.
G+ $ 20-40

83

83 Ebony & brass mortice gauge “Ultimatum”
style with maker’s name Wm Marples, Sheffield.
Minor nicks along edge, free of cracks. Both pins
intact. G $ 30-60

84

84 Two adjustable beech spokeshaves, 10 ½” and 11 ½ “, both with
brass sole plates. Well used but still
in good working order. G $ 25-50

86

86
Very rare Mathieson 8” brass-back
dovetail saw with open beech handle. Blade
is in exceptionally good condition with most
of the large Mathieson Edinburgh etching
intact. G+ $ 70-150

87

85

85 Large plumb bob with ornate top
screw and steel tip. 4 ½” long,
weighs around 900 grams or 2 lbs.
Knurled edges on screw dented in
parts. Still G+ $ 30-60

87 Kelly Black Raven small 2 lbs axe/hatchet
head with very good embossing. Chips along
the edges, some pitting marks and a hairline
crack running along the back probably
exclude it from use but still a rare and very
collectable Kelly mark. Fr $ 100-200

89

89 Lot of four US car licence plates, solid
tin models, all with very good graphics. G+
$ 20-40

88

88 8” drawknife with folding handles marked Winsted
Edge Tool Works made in USA Very good condition,
minor rust only. G+ $ 40-80

90 Lathing hatchet marked Liberty Bell 1776.
Stanley used this mark from 1876 onwards
and they made a hatchet that looks very
similar but I thought it was later. At any rate, a
good tool with a rare mark. 13 ½” long with a
3 ½” cutting edge. G+ $ 60-120
91
Japanese carpenter’s
hatchet with distinctive
grooves in the blade.
11” long with a 3 ¾“ cutting
edge. Thin bladed tool. I
believe there are some
Japanese markings on the
reverse side of the blade. G
$ 40-80

90
91

8 see page 1
7

93
92

93 Stanley Yankee 3400 offset mini ratchet
screwdriver. 4” long. G+ $ 10-20

94

92 Stanley 95G die cast aluminium butt gauge in
original box. Looks unused. F $ 15-30
94 Stanley 32 one foot four-fold boxwood
calliper rule with brass fittings. G+ inside
and out. $ 30-60

95 Vintage apple peeler with
spring loaded cutter. In good
working order. Maker’s mark
embossed on frame reads: Pat
May 24, 1898 Turntable ’98
Made by Goodell Co, Antrim N.H.
USA. 10” x 5 ½ “. G $ 70-120

95

96

97
96 Merit made in USA four-fold one
foot boxwood rule with brass calliper.
G+ inside and out $ 20-40

97 Stanley 85 razor edge spokeshave, 11" Long, 2 ½ "
cutter, boxwood, very early model. G+ $ 40-80
98 Stanley 3
SW box only.
Complete with
most of the
label intact.
Split sides.
G $ 15-30

98

100

99

99 Nose piece Stanley 72 chamfer plane with star screw. G+ $ 40-80
100 Body Stanley 72 chamfer plane with Pat 85 on side. Most japanning is intact,
clean part , free of chips or cracks. G+ $ 40-80

101

101 Two collectable brass planes. The chariot plane actually is a
very old cast iron plane that was brass plated after if suffered
some damage to the side. It has a replaced cutter and wedge.
Bed 5 1/2" x 1 7/8". The small violin makers plane has a flat sole.
It measures 1 1/2" x 5/8". Cutter is made from an old file.
I believe this is a fairly old plane G $ 40-90

103

102
102 Winchester 2006 knife collection. Hunting knife with 4”
blade plus two pocket knives 3 ¾” long and 3 ¼” long. Unused
F $ 30-60

103 Stanley 100 ½ double-radius block plane
with Stanley notched logo cutter and model
number embossed on the squirrel-tail handle.
Close to 100% finish intact. F $ 60-120
104 Fine set of Stanley 4 trammel points with
100% nickel plating intact. Box has a few
storage dents. F $ 30-60
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104

105

106

107

108

105 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane
made in USA. Cleaned, 90% finish intact.
G+ $ 30-50

111

106 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane
made in England. Most japanning intact,
minor paint splatters and rust. G $20-40

109

110

108 Stanley 9 ¼ block plane made in USA. 90%
finish intact. G+ $ 20-40
109 Stanley 9 ½ made in USA adjustable block
plane. Notched Stanley logo cutter, 90% finish
intact. G+ $ 20-40

110 Stanley 220 late model block plane made
107 Clean 9 ½ block plane made in USA,
in England. 90% finish intact, some dirt. G+ $
Ward Master cutter, early Stanley lever
20-40
cap. 90% finish intact. G $ 20-40
111 Stanley logo belt buckle with blue enamel background on solid brass. Marked
Limited Edition, Dynabuckle on back. 3 ¼” x 2” G+ $ 30-50
112 Stanley 66 ½ four-fold three feet
boxwood rule . F $ 20-40

112

Detail of original
screw attachment
configuration for
the soles.

113
Super rare Stanley 12 ¾ scraper in excellent
condition apart from a few scratches on the sole. Over
95% japanning is intact. SW logo on the brass lever cap
screw, SW logo on the cutter. No rust and no pitting.
Guaranteed genuine tool - the first one offered in any
of my sales. G+ $ 700-1,400

114
115

117 Original Stanley
1955 catalogue.
Minor scuff marks
and small (taped)
tear. G $ 10-20

116

117

114 Little used 10” drawknife by James Swan Co. F $ 30-60
115 Stanley 101 thumb plane with notched Stanley logo cutter and red
lever cap. Most japanning intact, minor paint marks. G+ $ 20-40
116 Stanley 101 thumb plane with notched Stanley logo cutter and red
lever cap. Most japanning intact. G+ $ 20-40
118 Stanley 5 ¼ Four-Square household jack plane, manufactured 19231930. Very good condition with four square lever cap and matching
handle. SW cutter correct for this vintage plane. G+ $ 50-100
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118

119

119 Stanley 34 transitional 30” jointer
plane. This is the longest of all Stanley
planes. Not a common plane at all – I
have only sold a few in twenty years of
trading – Some dirt marks, some
scratches, logo on toe faint. Pat 92
cutter. G $ 120-250

120 Stanley 34 transitional jointer plane,
pre-lateral frog, bed must have been cleaned
a while ago. Wood is “thirsty” and needs a
good coat of fine oil. There are some age
cracks along the top, toe and heel. Handle has
a scratch on the side, it’s not a break. J logo
cutter. G $ 120-250

121

122
Bedrock 603 smoothing
plane. Glued crack in handle, low
SW cutter. One–line Bedrock
lever cap. 60% japanning intact,
no rust or pitting. G $120-250

122

121 Stanley Powerlock belt
buckle in the shape of a
Stanley tape measure. 3 ¼”
x 2 ¼”. G $ 20-40
123 Stanley 5 jack plane made in
USA. SW vintage with Pat 1910 in

bed. Full SW cutter, clean sole
and sides, over 95% japanning
intact. Nice rosewood, free of
chips or cracks. G+ $ 50-100
123

125

124
124 Record 077A bullnose plane with
detachable nose piece. VG, just on small
spot of nickel loss. Crisp mouth, full
length cutter. G+ $ 70-150

126

125 Scarce pair of Australian 5” bronze
trammel points with steel tips marked
CT (Carter Tools). G $ 40-90

127

126
9 ½ “ beech smoothing plane
with closed handle and nicely shaped
wedge. 2 3/8” Sorby cutter and steel
sole. Minor discolouration along lower
side. No maker’s mark. G 30-60
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127 Stanley 4 ½ C made in England.
Beech handle and knob, approximately
80% japanning intact. Cutter low.
G $ 30-60

120

128

129
130

128 Watchmaker’s staking set in fitted box 7” x 5”
x 5”. Marked Mosely Made in USA. One of the
cleanest sets I’ve come across. G+ $ 100-200
129 English sharpening steel with very ornate brass
fittings. Marked Wingfield & Rowbotham. 16”
overall length. G+ 30-60

131

130 Unusual cast iron roller with spikes, marked
Myers Tire Akron, Ohio. Reportedly used to roughen
the inside of tyres. 7” long. G 20-40

131 Moore & Wright 300
mm metric combination
set, complete and boxed.
G+ 50-100
132
Mitutoyo 300mm
metric vernier calliper in
excellent condition. G+ 4080

132

134
133
135
133 Very good flooring saw by Atkins. Very good 18” blade with 10 TPI
cut. G+ $ 50-100
134 Garlick & Sons, Sheffield Lynx brand flush cut saw with thin blade
that works on the pull stroke. 6” blade, brass fittings and stained beech
handle. Little used tool. F 40-60
135 Lot of five Millers Falls carvers with beautiful rosewood handles. One
of the ferrules is split. Minor rust spots. No maker’s marks but they
definitely are MF. Medium size 8” overall with 4” blades. G+ $ 50-100

136

138

136 Spear & Jackson B 23 made in England 12" / 300mm
brass back tenon saw with a fine 15 TPI cut. Little used saw,
minor storage rust on blade. G $ 20-40

137

138 Half-size broad axe with short hickory
handle. 16” overall, 6” cutting edge. There is
a crack in the handle and a small chip in the
137 Millers Falls original 1929 catalogue , pocket format,
cutting edge. Top has been banged around a
185 pages. G+ $ 15-30
bit, there is a maker’s mark but I can’t quite
read it. On the plus side: attractive tool with
139 Stanley 35 transitional very little pitting. Should clean up a treat. G $
smoothing plane, SW vintage 50-100
with partial decal on side and
139
SW cutter. Minor paint marks
and a few scratches on the
sole. G+ 60-120
140
Four-fold one foot
boxwood calliper rule in very
good condition inside and out.
Marked 32. Most probably
Stanley. G+ $ 25-50
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140

141

142
141 Very rare W. Marples, Sheffield four-fold two feet ivory rule with German
silver fittings. All 3 pins intact, some yellowing inside and out and some minor
rust spots near the metal hinges. Free of chips or cracks. A beautiful rule with
close to perfect patina. Super rare make, outstanding condition G+
$ 200-400
143 Steelyard scales or Roman
steelyard balance with maker’s
mark . Also marked 100. 19” long.
143
G $ 30-60

142 Stanley 11 belt maker's plane with V logo
cutter (1910). Plane is in very good condition
apart from a chip on the mouth and a nick on
the edge of the cutter. Most of the japanning –
inside and out- is intact. G $ 100-200

144
Stanley 148 tongue and
groove plane with SW cutter.
Most plating intact, few minor
rust spots. G+ $ 70-150
145

144

Stanley 28” No 3 cherry level

and plumb with SW logo on brass
top plate and Stanley sticker on
side. Both vials intact. Some
bruising and chips along sides
and corners. G $ 20-40
145
146

146
4 Stanley chisels: 1 ½ “
everlasting, 1”, ½” & ¼ “ No 750
socket chisels, all G / G+ $ 50-100

147

147 Stanley 9 ½ block plane, 90%
japanning intact. Surface rust. G $
20-40
148 Stanley 9 ½ block plane, 90%
japanning, cleaned. G+ $ 20-40

148

149

151
150
149 Stanley Victor 20 circular plane with
Pat 92 cutter. Plating is a bit dirty but
should clean to very good condition. Sole
and mouth VG. G $ 70-140
150 Rare Stanley 5 level pitch adjuster for
wooden levels. Unfortunately the frame is
broken - I super-glued it together and it's
holding ok for display or use it for parts. Fr
$ 20-40

151 American Window sash plane with double
sides and double cutters & screw stem extensions.
Marked 164 on toe plus maker’s mark Sandusky
Tool Co, Ohio. Clean plane in little used condition.
9 ¼”, stock 2 ¼” wide. G+ $ 50-100
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152

153
Hans Brunner

Stanley Planes
153 Stanley 79 side rebate plane,
made in England. Complete with
fence. Most plating intact. G+ 40-90

a comprehensive guide to identification and value for collectors of Stanley planes

154
154 Complete set of Vol 1-4 Audel’s
152 Stanley 5 ¼ junior jack plane with good
with
hints
and
tips
accumulated
over
20
years
of
full
time
tool
dealing
and
countless
mistakes
you
don't
Plumbers and Steamfitters books.
rosewood handle. Notched Stanley logo on cutter,
to repeat!
Gwant
$ 25-50
approximately 80% japanning intact. G $ 60-120
Stanley 8C jointer
plane. 90% japanning
intact,
full
notched
Stanley logo cutter and
good rosewood. Keyhole
lever cap. Perfect user
tool G+ $ 150-250
155

155

I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. My heartfelt thanks to my many loyal customers who kept
me going for another year. Four more sales are planned for 2013; in March, June, September and December. I
welcome consignment tools for all of them. I can accommodate from 1 to 800 tools in every single sale. It will cost you
10% commission plus $ 4 per lot listing fee. Consignment tools for the March sale have to be in house by February 10,
2013 – if you consider participating in any of my sales please contact me well in advance.
On October 1st of this year I published my Stanley Planes manual. 100 copies sold within the first four weeks. I’m now
on the second printing with some changes, additions etc. I plan to upgrade the catalogue with every new issue to keep
it current. The last three pages of this auction catalogue are sample pages of the Stanley Planes guide. Price

is $ 20, please order with your bids
Hans Brunner

Stanley Planes

a comprehensive guide to identification and value for collectors of Stanley planes
with hints and tips accumulated over 20 years of full time tool dealing and countless mistakes you don't want to repeat!
I received STANLEY PLANES today. Outstanding layout!
Really a great guide for any level of collector. Easily, the best
guide I have. Walter's big book is too big to carry around. The
little price guide is inadequate when you are holding a tool and
trying to decide it's true value.
Anyway Hans............superb manual!! Every collector should
have one and the "Brunner Guide" is affordable to anyone
T.G. Idaho
• hints and tips on collecting
• cleaning and restoring
• a short Stanley history
order
• manufacturing details
• tricks of the trade
with your
• what to check
bids
• real market values
• detailed colour pictures

$ 20

•

A4 magazine format, full colour, full
gloss, 44 pages
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correct mouth in the plane
on the left – enlarged
mouth below

Stanley 80 steel cased rabbet plane
offered 1877 - 1888
value $ 80-150
9" long with 1 1/2" cutter
skewed cutter, steel sides and sole,
beech infill

A steel infill plane by Stanley! Often overlooked because there are no prominent markings. Some models have the Stanley
name punched in a circle on the shoulder, this mark is very weak and usually not visible if you don't know where to look (you
can just make out the circle on the right hand side, in the middle of the front infill) All models have the Patent 10/5/75
imprinted on the shoulder, usually much deeper struck - see mark on back.
Problem area is the mouth. It's often enlarged or turned into a rebate plane type escapement. Those alterations reduce the
value by half. The 1" version of this plane is the No 90, it also has a spur added.
The cap is held in place by means of a rod/screw that runs through the plane body and secured by a wing nut at the back.

Sample Page Stanley Planes

Nickel plated with rosewood bottom. Few WW2 models
are black japanned. Premiums paid for flawless nickel
plating and crisp edges on rosewood sole. Sole is often
scratched or has bits missing. Also check the screws that
hold the sole in place. They are often replaced with bolts
and nuts. Original Stanley blades are hard to come by.
More often than not you'll find these scrapers with
replacement blades. Best replacements are old saw
blades - the modern thick cutters don't have enough
flexibility.

Stanley 81 cabinet scraper
offered 1909 - 1942
value $ 60-100
10" long with 2 1/2" cutter

Stanley 82 cabinet scraper
offered 1909 - 1958
value $ 40-80
14 1/2" long with 3" cutter

Stowell’s improved patent July 11, 1933

Head is black japanned. Later models are
shorter and last models have a red finish on the
handle and knob. They also have a spring loaded
clamping mechanism and are able to hold a ubent cutter as well as the traditional straight
blade.
Stanley 83 cabinet scraper
offered 1896 - 1935
value $ 60-100
9 1/2" long with 3-4 inch cutter
Cutter width varies from 3" - 4". Handles are maple in early models and beech
in the later types. Rollers are often missing. 90% of these scrapers will come
with a replacement cutter. Watch out for chipped corners on the bottom edge
and missing or replaced thumb screws - they are not all that easy to find.
Stanley 85 cabinet maker's scraper plane
offered 1904 - 1935
value $ 350-700
8" long with 2 " cutter
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Watch out for replaced castors / furniture
rollers. They are usually a lot smaller than
the original and have a much shorter,
round shaft. The roller in the picture is an
original.
The tilting handles are an
interesting feature, the fixed
position/angle of the cutter is
far less impressive. I frankly
don't see why anybody would
purchase this plane as a user.
Stanley had far cheaper and far
more versatile tools in their
arsenal. Still, this tool has a lot
of “plane-appeal” and is very
collectable.

Stanley 105 Liberty Bell jack plane

Stanley 104 Liberty Bell smooth plane

offered 1876 - 1918
value $ 80-150
14" inches long with a 2 1/8" cutter.
Jack sized plane, otherwise identical to # 104

offered 1876 - 1918
value $ 70-120
9 inches long with a 2 1/8" cutter
Liberty Bell planes were
first produced in 1876 to
commemorate
the
100th anniversary of the
American Declaration of
Independence (1776) hence the 76 imprinted
in the Bell on the lever
cap

↓

When buying one of these planes make sure you check the cutter and the back
iron. They are held together with a special screw that extends into a "spur" at
the back. The spur or little plate fits into the slot of the depth adjuster. Only
Liberty Bell planes have this particular mechanism. It's often missing or replaced.

Steel body tends to rust quicker than cast iron. Stay clear of badly rusted examples – there will be pitting under the cover!
Type 1 and 2 have the 10/5/75 patent mark on the side and an ornate cap screw. Later types come with a nickel plated, modern
type screw. Cutter and back iron are not interchangeable with other Stanley planes (except the # 105). The cap design was also
used in the Liberty Bell transitional planes i.e. 135 but they are not interchangeable. The 135 has a longer lever cap. If you need
spare parts you can only source them from another 104 or 105.

Sample Page Stanley Planes

Stanley 110 block plane
offered 1874 - 1984
value $ 20-40
star cap model $ 80
shoe buckle $ 300-600+
7" long with a 1 5/8" cutter

110 ‘shoe buckle’ plane

Simple, non-adjustable general purpose block plane. Pictured are the Australian version on the
left, late US model, six star cap and English model next. This plane had a very long production
period that resulted in many different versions. The earliest types are rare to very rare and hardly
ever show up. They can easily be identified by their decorative, open "shoe buckle" lever caps.
Planes from the late 1870s and 1880s have a six point star cut out on the lever cap.

Stanley 112 cabinet scraper plane

Integrates a scraper with a plane
for a fine finish on cabinetwork
and veneer. Some users prefer to
sharpen the blade with a bevel,
others cut it dead straight so
that the leading edge does the
work. It takes a bit of practice to
find the correct angle for the job.

offered 1885 - 1943
value $ 150-250
9" long with a 2 7/8" cutter
Cutters with Stanley markings are a
plus. Toothing irons for veneer work
were available for this scraper plane.
They are usually marked 22, 28 or 32
to indicate tpi (teeth per inch)

Type 1 has a beaded front knob and Bailey's Pat 1858 on the brass cap screw. Subsequent models have the Stanley Rule and
Level Co embossed along the edges of the brass screw. Some planes will have the number 112 or S and B cast into the bed but
others have absolutely no markings at all.
Stanley 113 circular plane aka compass plane
offered 1877 - 1942
value $ 100-200
10" long with a 1 3/4" cutter
Handy tool to work concave and convex surfaces on furniture, shop
fittings and so on. In European countries these planes are often
called boat planes but I doubt that they were of much use to a
shipwright for building a boat.
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Hans Brunner Tools
P.O. Box 5238
Brassall Qld 4305
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